We analyze the effects of covalent interactions in Ni 2p3d resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) spectra from aqueous Ni 2+ ions and find that the relative RIXS intensities of ligand-to-metal charge-transfer final states with respect to the ligand-field final states reflect the covalent mixing between Ni 3d and water orbitals. Specifically, the experimental intensity ratio at the Ni L 3 -edge allows to determine that the Ni 3d orbitals have on average 5.5% of water character. We propose that 2p3d RIXS at the Ni L 3 -edge can be utilized to quantify covalency in Ni complexes without the use of external references or simulations.
Introduction
Covalency, understood as the sharing of electrons between atomic centers [1] , is a fundamental concept that is essential for understanding and predicting basic chemical properties ranging from molecular structures to reactivity and biological function. However, direct experimental determination of covalency, i.e. contributions of atomic orbitals from different atomic centers to a molecular orbital (MO), is a generally a difficult task. Here we demonstrate how resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) at a 3d transition metal L-edge can be employed to experimentally derive quantitative information on covalent interactions by revealing the atomic compositions of the chemically relevant frontier orbitals. We test our concept by deriving the covalent contributions to the solute-solvent interactions of Ni 2+ ions in aqueous solution. The interactions of Ni 2+ with the solvent water molecules can be well described by considering the first solvation shell only [2] with octahedral arrangement of the water ligands. The highly polar coordinative bonding between Ni and the water ligands in the resulting prototypical Werner-type [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ complex is characterized by weak covalent interactions of the ligand-tometal charge-transfer type ideally serving for a case study [3] [4] [5] . Recently, triggered by the development of soft X-ray techniques on liquids and solutions, a number of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), photoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopy studies have addressed 3d-transition-metal ions in water [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Given the intrinsic sensitivity to local charge distributions, these studies emphasized the covalent effects in metal-solute bonding. This sensitivity of X-ray spectroscopy methods to ligand environment is frequently utilized not only by soft X-ray, but also by hard X-ray techniques [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, quantitative determination of the orbital specific covalent contributions is in practice often beyond the experimental capabilities. Particularly investigations at the transition metal absorption edges require typically elaborate electronic structure calculations and spectral simulations in order to disentangle the inter-atomic covalent effects from intra-atomic and core-hole relaxation effects [8, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , although significant advancements with regard to density functional and wavefunction based computational methods have been made in recent years [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
In contrast to sophisticated computational methods, a relatively simple method to derive quantitative information about the http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2016.12.046 0009-2614/Ó 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. metal-ligand covalency from more experimental grounds has been developed by Solomon and co-workers [30] . They derived a formula based on the molecular orbital theory to describe the intensity of ligand K-edge XAS pre-edge feature:
Here a 2 is metal-ligand covalency (defined as the ligand content in the MO corresponding to the pre-edge feature), n h is number of holes in the respective MO manifold, k describes the contribution of the other ligand atoms to the MO and the last term is a square of the atomic transition dipole moment. The aim of this letter is to derive an analogues expression for metal 2p3d RIXS in order to fully exploit the information content embedded in the RIXS spectral intensities.
In our previous experimental work we analyzed in detail the metal-centered ligand-field (LF) RIXS final states at the Ni L 3 and L 2 edge [31] . Crystal field multiplet (CFM) and restricted active space self-consistent field (RASSCF) calculations presented there did not include ligand-to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT) final states due to computational limitations. In contrast, the present theoretical study concentrates on the LMCT peaks. Our objective is to relate the relative RIXS intensity of LF and LMCT peak to the degree of covalency of the Ni 2+ -water bond, apply it to the experimental spectrum from Ref. [31] and carry out additional charge transfer multiplet (CTM) calculations which include both LF and LMCT final states.
Theory
RIXS spectra were simulated by multiplying absorption and emission transition moments (two-step approximation) as retrieved from the CTM calculations [32] [33] [34] . Exact diagonalization was utilized to calculate the valence-and core-excited states [35] . The following convolution scheme was applied (values for the FWHM are given): 0.35 eV Gaussian broadening taking into account the monochromator bandwidth, 0.5 eV (1.0 eV) Lorentzian lifetime broadening at the L 3 (L 2 ) edge for core-excited states, and 1.2 eV Gaussian broadening of RIXS spectra to account for the spectrometer resolution. An additional 0.5 eV Gaussian broadening of both X-ray absorption and RIXS spectra was used to account for inhomogeneous broadening. Polarization effects were not included in the simulation of the RIXS spectra (in Ref. [31] we found these are small in horizontal polarization).
Results and discussion
Water 3a 1 (a 1g + e g + t 1u ) orbitals are involved in r-bonding with the Ni 3d(e g ), 4s(a 1g ) and 4p(t 1u ) orbitals whereas water 1b 1 [4, 5] . The leading covalent contribution has been identified as the mixing between Ni 3d and the water 3a 1 and 1b 1 orbitals [5, 36] . The most relevant MOs for the present investigation are the bonding (e g , t 2g ) nominal ligand and antibonding (e g ⁄ , t 2g ⁄ ) nominal Ni
MOs as displayed in Fig. 1(a) . The principle of utilizing L-edge RIXS for probing covalency in 3d transition-metal complexes is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Resonant excitation to unoccupied nominal Ni 3d MOs at the Ni L-edge is followed by scattering to the LF final states of the (e g ⁄ , t 2g ⁄ ) 8 configuration or by scattering to the LMCT final states of the (e g , t 2g ) 9 (e g ⁄ , t 2g ⁄ ) 9 configuration ( Fig. 1(b) ) [31] .
In first approximation the intensities of the LF and LMCT RIXS peaks reflect the Ni 3d composition of the (e g ⁄ , t 2g ⁄ ) and (e g , t 2g )
MOs, respectively ( Fig. 1(c) ). Because these MOs are the antibonding and bonding combinations of Ni 3d and water 3a 1 and 1b 1 orbitals resulting from the corresponding covalent orbital mixings, the relative intensities of LF and LMCT RIXS peaks can be expected to correlate with the magnitude of these mixings, i.e. the covalency in the complex. The qualitative considerations outlined above are scrutinized as follows. Within the framework of LCAO-MO theory the covalent bonding between atoms is described in terms of mixing of atomic orbitals at different atomic sites. In case of metal-centered complexes such as [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ we can describe the bonding between the metal and the ligands as a mixing of the symmetry adapted metal orbitals with ligand group orbitals (LGO) formed by a symmetry adapted mixing of the equivalent ligand orbitals. Mixing of one metal orbital with one LGO results in a pair of bonding and antibonding MOs:
where w is a bonding and w ⁄ an antibonding MO, / M is an atomic metal orbital and / L is a LGO. The parameter a 2 describes the magnitude of mixing between the metal orbital and the LGO and can be interpreted as the relative contribution of ligand orbitals to the antibonding MO (or the relative amount of metal orbitals in the bonding MO). We have followed here the same definition of covalency as used by Solomon et al. [19, 30] . Within approximations detailed below (most importantly the one-electron and the frozen-orbital approximations), the dipole transition matrix elements involving decay from the w and w ⁄ MOs to an atomic metal 2p core orbital / M2p can be written as:
where / M3d is a metal 3d orbital, / M2p is a metal 2p core orbital and D is the dipole transition operator. The above equations indicate that the transition probabilities are proportional to the 3d character . The occupation of these orbitals in the core-excited states is evident from the electronic configurations of the core-excited states, namely (2p) 5 (e g ) 4 (t 2g ) 6 (t 2g ⁄ ) 6 (e g ⁄ ) 3 . The relative intensities of LF and LMCT RIXS peaks is thus
To experimentally determine the average covalency we introduce the weighted average ha 
Within the given approximations it is thus evident that the average 3d covalency of the [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ complex is given by the relative intensity of LMCT with respect to LF peaks in the Ni Ledge RIXS spectrum, without any additional theoretical simulations. The experimental requirement is that the LF and LMCT RIXS peaks can separated in the spectrum and their intensities determined.
The experimental Ni L 3 -edge RIXS spectra of Ni 2+ (aq) from Ref. [31] are displayed in Fig. 2(a) , with clearly resolved LF and LMCT RIXS features. The Ni 2+ (aq) L-edge X-ray absorption spectrum is well known [7, 25, 31, 37] . The two LF peaks at energy transfers of 1.1 and 3.7 eV can be assigned to a number of unresolved valence-excited LF states of the (e g ⁄ ,t 2g ⁄ ) 8 configuration and the broad peak at 9.5 eV corresponds to the LMCT final states of the (e g , t 2g ) 9 (e g ⁄ , t 2g ⁄ ) 9 configuration [31] . In order to determine the relative intensities of the LF and LMCT peaks I LMCT /I LF we integrate the RIXS intensities for incident photon energies of the L 3 absorption edge (from 850 to 858 eV, Fig. 2(b) ). I LMCT /I LF is then determined from fitting this integrated spectrum (Fig. 2(b) ) and we find I LMCT / I LF = 0.065. With Eq. (4) we determine the average ground-state covalency of the Ni-water bond in the [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ complex to 0.055 implying that the Ni 3d-dominated antibonding frontier orbitals have on average 5.5% of water-ligand character. The question occurs about how valid this concept is in general and for evaluating this we proceed to discussing the validity of the approximations introduced to derive Eq. (4). First, Eq. (4) neglects multi-electron correlation (multiplet) effects, namely the 2p-3d and 3d-3d Coulomb interactions and the 2p and 3d spin-orbit interaction. We therefore assumed that the LF and LMCT features in the integrated RIXS spectrum of the complex can be assigned within the one-electron model by describing the corresponding RIXS final states with single determinants. However it is well-known that multiplet effects have to be accounted for when describing shapes and energies of L-edge RIXS of transition-metal complexes [32, 38] and this is also evident from the multiplet structure in Fig. 2(a) . It is thus somewhat surprising that their exclusion should yield a valid description. Second, the frozen-orbital approximation is applied in a sense that the inter-atomic core-hole screening is neglected and, therefore, the covalency a 2 is the same for ground and core-excited states.
The validity of these two approximations is addressed below and we find a posteriori that the approximations are justified for the case studied here. Note that we implicitly also employ the local approximation as routinely used to interpret XAS and RIXS data [39, 40] by discarding all non-local contributions to the RIXS intensities, i.e. contributions which arise from transitions of different atomic sites than the core-excited Ni site. In addition, we omit channel interference by assuming that independent absorption and emission steps can describe the RIXS process. Although interference between different resonant scattering channels is generally necessary to describe L-edge RIXS of 3d transition-metal ions [41] , we have showed in Ref. [31] that the two step approximation is valid at the Ni L-edge of [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ at both the L 3 and L 2 edges.
We address the one-electron and frozen-orbital approximations by performing a series of calculations using the well-established CTM model and the corresponding calculated spectra are compared to experiment in Fig. 2(c) L À1 multiplets) and by the mixing parameters T (non-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian). For the calculations of the spectra in Fig. 2(c) the mixing parameters were set to T(E g ) = 2.0 eV and T(T 2g ) = 1.0 eV and were kept the same also for the core-excited states. These values are typical for weakly covalent transition metal oxide compounds in local octahedral symmetry [32, 45] . The RIXS final state energies are uniquely determined by the multiplet interactions in the 3d 8 configuration, the charge transfer energy D g , and the mixing parameters T(E g ) and T(T 2g ). The value for D g of 6.5 eV was thus chosen to be the experimental separation of LF and LMCT energies. The core-hole relaxation effect can be simulated in the CTM model by using different values for the charge transfer energy D c for the respective core-excited configurations 2p 5 d 9 and 2p 5 d 10 L À1 . A difference of the charge transfer energies in the ground and core-excited states, D c -D g , is a resultant effect of the 2p core-hole potential U pd and the valence electron repulsion U dd caused by the addition of an extra electron to the 3d manifold. It has been shown that in 3d transition-metal compounds U pd is larger than U dd by typically 1-2 eV and, therefore, at the L-edge À1 eV > D c À D g > À2 eV [32] . Given this parameter space we performed three CTM calculations, defined by the parameter sets given in Table 1 with the corresponding spectra displayed in Fig. 2(c) . As for the experimental spectra, the calculated spectra in Fig. 2(c) result from integrating the calculated RIXS intensities for incident photon energies across the L 3 absorption edge. We display in Fig. 3 the calculated L-edge RIXS intensities versus energy transfer and incident photon energy. For the CTM calculation with multiplet and core-hole relaxation effects ['CTM', Fig. 3(a) and red line in Fig. 2(c) ] we find I LMCT / I LF = 0.066 in excellent agreement with experiment. Without core-hole relaxation this is smaller by 6% (I LMCT /I LF = 0.062) and the spectral shapes of both the integrated RIXS spectrum ('CTM no relax.', green line in Fig. 2(c) ) and of the full RIXS plane (Fig. 3  (b) ) remain largely unchanged. The core-hole relaxation effect slightly increases I LMCT /I LF (Fig. 2(c) ) because lowering of D c with respect to D g increases covalent mixing between the core-excited configurations. We thus find that in the case of [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ the core-hole relaxation has only a minor influence on I LMCT /I LF (because D g > T and D c > T) and as a consequence the core-hole induced change of covalency is small. We note that a so-called charge-transfer satellite peak in the X-ray absorption spectrum of 3d transition metals was shown to be proportional to the change in mixing between 3d n and 3d n+1 L À1 configurations [46] . Such a satellite peak is experimentally not detectable in the X-ray absorption spectrum of Ni 2+ (aq), independently confirming that the core-hole relaxation influences the covalency in the coreexcited states to a minor degree only. The influence of core-hole relaxation on charge transfer could be further adjusted by lowering the mixing parameters in the core-excited configuration to model the effect of radial contraction of the Ni orbitals due to positively charged core-hole [46] . Contrary to the effect of lowering D c respect to D g , this would decrease the I LMCT /I LF . We have left here the mixing parameters unchanged because the CTM calculation with multiplet and core-hole relaxation effects already reproduces very well the experimental observable I LMCT /I LF . The measured shape of the LMCT feature is not well reproduced in the CTM calculation. This can be explained by the various ligand-orbital energies being approximated by a single parameter D g . In the third (''CTM, no relax., only 2p SO') and fourth calculation ['CTM no relx., no mult.', Fig. 3 (c) and blue line in Fig. 2(c) ] both multiplet and core-hole relaxation effects were turned off. The fourth calculation is thus performed at the same level of approximations as used for deriving Eqs. (3) and (4). As expected, the shape of the calculated RIXS plane changes drastically and has no resemblance with the full calculation including all relevant effects (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, however, the calculated integrated RIXS spectrum still shows acceptable agreement with the measured integrated RIXS spectrum (Fig. 2) . Even more notably, the calculated I LMCT /I LF ratio of 0.066 does not change compared to the calculation including both multiplet and core-hole relaxation effects. It is likely coincidental that the multiplet effects so exactly balance out the core-hole relaxation effects in the current case. This is suggested by the comparison with calculated results at the L2 edge which show systematically higher I LMCT /I LF ratios (Table 2) . Nevertheless, it is clear that the multiplet effects have also only a small influence on the I LMCT / I LF ratio. Our calculations therefore demonstrate that the oneelectron approximation and the frozen-orbital approximation used to derive Eqs. (3) and (4) All calculated I LMCT /I LF ratios and the corresponding average covalencies ha 2 i with Eq. (4) are compared to experiment in Table 2 .
It will be interesting in future studies to compare the experimentally derived values for the Ni 2+ -H 2 O covalency with calculated values. In addition, the concept presented here could be further tested on other 3d transition metal ions in water thereby systematizing how multiplet and core-hole relaxation effects influence the RIXS spectra and the derived covalency.
Summary and conclusions
Summarizing, we showed that the relative intensity of LMCT and LF spectral features in the Ni L-edge resonant inelastic X-ray scattering spectrum of the hexaaqua complex [Ni(H 2 O) 6 ] 2+ is dominantly determined by the ground state covalent mixing between the Ni 3d orbitals and the water-ligand orbitals. Based on a derived relationship of this intensity ratio and the ground-state covalency accounting for the occupation of the respective molecular orbitals allows us to derive the average covalent contribution to the Ni 2+ solute and water solvent interactions. We arrive at 0.055 meaning that the nominal Ni 3d antibonding molecular orbitals have an average of 5.5% of ligand H 2 O 1b 1 and 3a 1 character. This represents a stringent test for modern quantum chemistry approaches. We consider it possible that the conclusions drawn here are valid not only for weakly covalent Ni 2+ complexes, but potentially also for complexes with different metals, oxidations states and higher covalency. 
